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Introduction and Instructions

Welcome to your report

If you are new to the Love Cards world, the following instructions may be useful! 

The information in this report will basically tell you two things:

1. First it will tell you a little about yourself and your partner based upon the cards
associated with your birthdays, including some traits that affect your personal
relationships.
2. Then it will tell you how you and your partner connect and what these connections
mean in detail.

In the Love Cards system, relationship characteristics are defined by 'connections'
that are made between your cards and the cards of your partner. Each connection
has a distinct quality. And in this report it is important to know that these connections
are listed in the order of their strength and importance. The first three connections
you find will be the most important and comprise more than half of what you
experience in this relationship. Each successive connection will be a little less
significant until the last connection which will be the least significant. Keep this in
mind as you read the interpretations for these connections.

One interesting thing to note with your report is to count how many connections you
share that come from the Spiritual Spread and how many from the Life Spread.
Spiritual Spread connections are past-life connections. If a particular relationship has
3 or more of these, you can bet this relationship stems from past lives together. If you
have less than 2 Spiritual Spread connections, you will know that this is a new
relationship, with many possibilities. Both are great but they have different
expressions and qualities.

Finally, this report may contain a section showing compatibility ratings, called
Indexes, for this relationship, and possibly a page on each of your marriage-ability
factors.
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

All about Karyn's Birth Card
The Four of Hearts Person

The Family Card

Here we have the first 'Four' in the deck, the first to seek stability and foundation.
The Four of Hearts seeks this in relationships, either intimate or friendship and family
related. These people have high ideals about love and family and when these ideals are not
reached, the pain can be so great that they need some form of escape to soothe
themselves. If their ideals are combined with truth and objectivity, these people can have
wonderful lives of fulfillment in family and other love areas. They are hearing the inner call to
help others and lay aside some of their personal considerations. If they do this, they have
more satisfaction and less dreams that become nightmares.
Many are healers and protectors and others come to them for love and support in
times of need. They all have a need for self expression and do well with groups and
organizations as teachers and event organizers. Some have great scientific minds as well.
They are very good with money and have no one but themselves to blame if their lives are
not happy and productive. They must maintain good health habits as this card, more than
others, never gets away with indulgence, either physical or emotional. Satisfaction comes in
giving.
The Four of Hearts has a strong, psychic side which, if developed, can bring them
much success in the world. They all use it in their work, whether or not they are aware of it.
They are usually more successful developing one thing and sticking with it.
Many  Four of Hearts are destined to become important leaders in their chosen
field and part of the path to that high success causes them to face issues around money and
power. Finding their own power while maintaining their foundation of love and support is an
important step in this process.

Some of the Four of Hearts Issues Concerning Relationships

The Four of Hearts has high ideals in the areas of love and family, often too high
for reality to match up to. These tender fantasies of love can often come crashing against the
hard and cold reality of the world and cause them considerable pain and despair. They are,
however, very loving and devoted to their family and loved ones. There is bound to be some
challenges in love along with the call to let others be as they are. Their high ideals can be
reached when they find a more 'spiritual' way of looking at their love life. They are generally
well liked by men and have a certain power and charm when they apply themselves.
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

Karyn's Other Ruling Cards

Six of Clubs as one of your Alternate Ruling Cards

This ruling card helps ground you and keep you on an even course. You tend to develop
things and stay with them, which usually brings success, instead of leaving them half finished. You can
be very stubborn at times and you have a competitive streak that takes others by surprise. Most Six of
Clubs seek a positiion of fame or great accomplishment, andf a great many of them achieve it. Great
success is a real possibility for you as long as you don't remain in a rut for too long. You must be true
to your word or the karma of what you have said to others will come back in the same full force that
you yourself avenge injustices. At heart you are a peacemaker and will go to great lengths to have a
peaceful, calm environment. Careful that you don't completely ignore your feelings. Though you may
not always like your emotional side, or that of others, it is your direct connection to the truth that you
hold so dear. You may have a special purpose to help others 'find the light'.

Eight of Diamonds as one of your Alternate Ruling Cards

This card adds an element of power to your personality. It may also give you a desire and
ability to become well-known in some way. Your power is expressed through your values. You know
what everything is worth to you and can drive a hard bargain. You are a powerful person and probably
attract other powerful people with whom you must deal with. You will probably be the one in your
family to manage the estate and in that regard you are trustworthy and fair. You have some artistic
ability that can bring you recognition, though you may just seek recognition through the acquisition of
money and power. In love, you probably have some uncertainties that must be dealt with before you
can find true satisfaction. In work, you need to shine and get recognition from others. It is natural for
you to be in front of others, either as a teacher or performer.

Karyn's Planetary
Ruling Card

Karyn's Decanate
Ruling Card
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

All about Daniel's Birth Card
The Nine of Clubs Person

The Card of Universal Knowledge - The Giver of Knowledge

Though this is a card of expanded consciousness, it is also a card of negative
thinking and any individual of this Birth Card is working with both of these factors to one
extent or the other. These people must let go of many negative mental patterns accumulated
from past lives if they are to access the inherent power in this card. There are many who do
and who have reached the very heights of recognition. This is also a card of sexual
enjoyment. If this sensuous side is allowed to dominate, much time and energy is wasted
that would otherwise elevate them to great accomplishment. 
The Nine of Clubs is here to end a major cycle in their soul's development, a
completion that should see them giving their wealth of knowledge to the world. There are
some debts to be paid, especially to those of the Queen of Hearts card and their own
families, but once these debts are paid, they can proceed with their cosmic task of
enlightening the world. Financially, they are always assisted by Diamond men and they do
well in their own business if they don't let the pursuit of money spoil their spiritual values.
They cannot be totally materialistic or mercenary even if they try.
Some of their life challenges revolve around honesty and integrity. They are often
involved with others who are not so high in these areas and this can pull them down. They
are here to learn to focus their mental power and stick to a philosophy that will guide them
through the ups and downs of life.

Some of the Nine of Clubs Issues Concerning Relationships

The Nine of Clubs is a loving and highly sexed individual. They actually love
romance more than marriage and perhaps this is why some of them have extra-marital
affairs. They are also very devoted to their children. There is destined to be one or more very
challenging relationships in their life as they have a need to grow up and learn about the
responsibilities involved in a true partnership. It is also likely that they will have one major
divorce in their life that will alter their life course.
The Nine of Clubs has high love ideals and can be romantic to the extreme.
Often, this fragile dream of love comes crashing against the rocks of reality and misplaced
hopes and dreams, and they do suffer as a result. 
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

Daniel's Other Ruling Cards

Two of Hearts as one of your Alternate Ruling Cards

This is a card of the heart, and it is called the 'Lovers Card'. Therefore, we know that
relationships are extremely important to you, especially those of a more intimate nature. This card
gives you a pleasing personality, one that others find soothing and attractive. It also makes you an
eternally curious person who loves to learn new things and read new books. But more than anything
else, you are on a search for the perfect love partner. You have high standards for love and are
probably attracted to those with whom you have shared past lives. Only the highest form of love will
truly satisfy you. It must be eternal and mystical. But, until you find that perfect love, you will usually
make sure there is someone in your life that you can love. Love is very important to you.

Jack of Spades as one of your Alternate Ruling Cards

This ruling card adds a strong, creative urge to your personality that could manifest in
several ways. First of all, you may feel drawn towards acting or some form of artistic expression. Even
if you are not, you have a lot of creativity that you do apply to whatever work you are doing. The Jack
of Spades is also called the card of the 'thief' and because of the strong creative influence, people with
this card often make few distinctions in the areas of honesty when it comes to getting what they want.
This card is one of the 'one-eyed' Jacks. Therefore, others may see you as being one-sided in your
opinions and attitudes. This is also the card of the spiritual initiate. You may feel drawn towards the
study of spiritual subjects which can transform your life to a higher level.

Daniel's Planetary
Ruling Card

Daniel's Decanate
Ruling Card
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

Your Relationship Connections: Overview

Karyn and Daniel are Mars to each other in the Spiritual spread.

Karyn is the Venus Card to Daniel in the Spiritual spread.

Karyn is the Uranus Card to Daniel in the Spiritual spread.

Daniel is the Saturn Card to Karyn in the Life spread.

Karyn is the Mars Card to Daniel in the Life spread.

Daniel is the Mars Card to Karyn in the Spiritual spread.

Karyn and Daniel are Jupiter to each other in the Spiritual spread.

Daniel is the Uranus Card to Karyn in the Life spread.

Daniel is the Pluto Card to Karyn in the Spiritual spread.

Daniel is the Mars Card to Karyn in the Life spread.
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

Daniel and Karyn are Mars to each other
Location: Spiritual Spread

         This is a powerful, past-life connection that often draws two people together like a magnet, in order to
resolve some unfinished business from before. Because it is Mars energy, the reasons and ways that it can be
expressed in this lifetime can vary. Mars can either be expressed as passion and activity, or as anger and
hostility. Either one or both of these sides may be expressed in this relationship between Daniel and Karyn and
it is largely up to them as to how this connection will affect them.
         First of all, we know that their interaction in that former lifetime was one that left some unfinished
business. There are several possible scenarios and it could be either or all of these that are responsible for
this connection. They could have been a couple who had a great, but unfulfilled passion for each other. Some
circumstances in that lifetime prevented them from consummating this passion. Now, in this lifetime, they will
feel an immediate and powerful physical attraction that feels very good to satisfy. Some great love affairs have
this double Mars connection. On the other hand, Daniel and Karyn could have been brothers or fellow warriors
in a lifetime in which they shared a lot of Martian activities such as competitive sports or battles. In this case,
they come into this lifetime with a healthy competitive spirit between them, one that encourages each of them
to excel and to stand up for their ideas and beliefs. However, this connection can also be the result of having
been enemies in a former lifetime which ended with  a lot of animosity and hostility between them. In this case,
the reason for their attraction to each other will be to resolve this conflict. Animosity and hostility, along with
unresolved blame and anger, will continue to draw us to another person until it is resolved and transformed
into friendship, or at least mutual understanding and respect. 
         Daniel and Karyn can examine their feelings for each other, along with the other connections between
them, if they want to determine exactly which of these possible past-life scenarios applies to them.  For
example. if they have many other harmonious connections, such as Venus and Jupiter, it is more likely that
they are here to fulfill the passionate and romantic aspects. Other connections such as Saturn, Pluto, Cosmic
Reward and even Uranus, may indicate the other competitive and conflicting past-life influences. As
mentioned earlier, it may be one, all of them, or a unique combination.
         This connection does guarantee that there will be a lot of energy between Daniel and Karyn, energy that
must be handled with awareness if they want to get the best out of it. It also tells us that Daniel and Karyn will
be dealing with some anger and competitive issues as well - regardless of which past-life scenario they identify
themselves with. Even in the best of circumstances, Mars will occasionally bring up some anger and arguing.
In the worst case, there could be physical and other forms of abuse.
         Regardless of how it is expressed by Daniel and Karyn, they can consciously transform and use this
energy to their advantage if they are willing. Mars relationships represent a great potential that must be
consciously taken advantage of. To do this requires two things. First they must consciously engage
themselves into positive activities together. It is not good enough for only one of them to do them. If they go
hiking, jogging, swimming or dancing together, they will funnel off much of the negative part of Mars. The more
shared physical exertion the better. Next, they both have to work on their anger and blame. Beneath all anger
is a fear of one kind or another. If they examine their feelings when they become angry with each other, they
will be able to find the fear that lies beneath it. If they can communicate this fear, the anger disappears. Both of
these things are very doable and will have a transformative influence on this relationship.

Affirmation for Daniel: I am aware of how much I stimulate Karyn and understand her feelings because I can
see how Karyn stimulates me as well. I take full responsibility for my own anger, seeing that it resides within
me first.  With this awareness I consciously guide my actions and help us both by encouraging positive outlets
for this powerful energy we share.

Affirmation for Karyn: I accept Daniel as a powerful stimulus in my life and choose to take responsibility for my
own emotional reactions to him. This relationship represents a wonderful opportunity for me to release my
anger and transform it into positive, creative energy that can benefit my life in many ways.

Your First Connection  (25% of total)

Karyn's Birth 
Card

Daniel's Birth 
Card
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

Karyn is the Venus Card to Daniel
Location: Spiritual Spread

         This is one of those 'love at first sight' connections that is responsible for many successful marriages and
friendships. This connection tells us that Karyn and Daniel have shared some past lives together. In at least
one of those lives, they were involved in a long-term relationship into which they each had to put a lot of effort
in order to maintain harmony and compatibility. In that lifetime, they developed a deep love and respect for
each other, as well as trust. Now, when they meet in this lifetime, they almost immediately sense this other
soul with whom they have shared so much. They may or may not actually enter into a committed relationship
during this lifetime, but what matters most is that a love exists between them that was already there, which will
remain forever more.
         If they do decide to get together again, they have what few other couples have and that is a great head
start. Because they have already worked out the mutual trust, respect and admiration for each other, they can
immediately advance to a very compatible and harmonious life together. They may or may not actually have
much in common. In this lifetime, the personalities that they have may be much different than before. Other
connections, especially among the Planetary Ruling Cards, will reveal how their personalities actually interact
in this lifetime. There are cases where the personality differences are so great that it becomes impractical for
them to be together as a couple. The love is there and it is strong, but their personal directions may be much
different in the current lifetime. In those cases, the love is recognized and acknowledged, but never completely
consummated.
         This connection makes believers of those who doubt that love is forever. The fact that Karyn and Daniel
have found each other is a sign of good fortune for both. These kinds of relationships only happen to those
who have some purity of heart and who are aware enough to recognize the value of it. So, we can say that
Karyn and Daniel have reached some high degree of loving in order to have found each other again. It is a
good sign and a blessing. Hopefully they will be able to take this foundation of mutual love, respect and
admiration and go forth to create a beautiful future for themselves.

Affirmation for Karyn: It feels very right to be with Daniel, with whom I share some kind of deep and timeless
love. I appreciate his presence in my life and feel blessed by it.

Affirmation for Daniel: I experience a love for Karyn that is hard to describe, and yet feels very familiar and
right. I sense that we have been together before and look forward to more time together to share this unique
love that we have for each other.

Your Second Connection  (20% of total)

Karyn's Birth 
Card

Daniel's PR 
Card
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

Karyn is the Uranus Card to Daniel
Location: Spiritual Spread

         This is one of the past-life connections that tells us that Karyn and Daniel have already been together
before. In fact, in that previous lifetime, they developed a true friendship and mutual respect for each other that
has carried over into this lifetime. Now, they can enjoy those qualities and use that to build an even stronger
relationship. However, both should know the implications of this connection, which tells us that it is not ideally
suited for all couples. Karyn and Daniel have a great possibility here, but also possibly a great challenge. It all
depends upon how well they are able to allow each other that personal freedom, especially when that freedom
may scare them or leave them feeling uncertain. The Uranian relationship is certainly not for everyone. It is for
those who want to experience the highest form of unconditional love in the context of an intimate relationship.
         In particular, Daniel may be the one who is most affected by Karyn's behavior. At times she may seem to
act in such an unexpected manner that Daniel is taken off balance by her. If he places big demands or
expectations upon her, Karyn will seem to be even more uncontrollable and unpredictable, which may
engender even more uncertainty for him. This is because Daniel is the one who is receiving the Uranian
energies the most, unless other connections point out that Karyn is also receiving some. In any case, the call
here is for Daniel to drop his expectations and learn to appreciate the time and things that he does share with
Karyn, instead of focusing on the parts that he is not getting the way he wants. This can be an easy lesson or
a hard one, it depends mostly on Daniel and his attitudes. We might say it is a matter of having both faith that
Daniel will get his needs met and his having appreciation for all that he does have in the context of this
relationship.
         However, this connection tells us that Daniel has already learned these lessons in the prior lifetime. He
probably will not have such a hard time of it. Most of the relationships with this connection are good
friendships. Both partners usually have separate careers or lives, but allow each other the space to do as they
please without placing big demands upon each other. They truly enjoy the time they spend together but do not
require that this time be scheduled into their lives, as if there wasn't going to be enough of it. It would be well
for both Karyn and Daniel to model themselves after these ideal characteristics, which is the Uranus
connection in its highest expression.
         The Uranus connection often provides a psychic link between partners. They just seem to know what
each other is thinking or doing. Sometimes they can transmit thoughts to each other. It is really a beautiful
thing when a Uranus relationship is working well. Both partners are relaxed and unconcerned as to whether or
not they will see each other again. They both feel the love they have for each other and that is enough. The
time they do spend together is like the icing on the cake, and another chapter (and adventure) in the book of
their friendship.

Affirmation for Karyn: I realize the powerful effect I have on Daniel. Though I will never allow him to control me
or dictate my actions, I will express my love to him so that he knows that I really care.

Affirmation for Daniel: I allow Karyn to be completely free to be herself. In this way, I am creating the
relationship of my dreams - one based upon true friendship and unconditional love.

Your Third Connection  (15% of total)

Karyn's Birth 
Card

Daniel's DR 
Card
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

Daniel is the Saturn Card to Karyn
Location: Life Spread

         Saturn has traditionally been known as the planet of hardship, coldness and difficulties of all kinds. And
in fact there are some Saturn relationships in which these  qualities predominate. However, there are many
Saturn relationships that have other qualities, and in these we see the more positive aspects of Saturn's
influence. We cannot predict exactly how this relationship between Daniel and Karyn will be affected by this
connection because that will depend upon how consciously they choose to apply the energy of this
connection. It can be very constructive or it can be difficult and depressing. So, here we will define some of the
qualities more specifically so that it can be understood fully.
         In this relationship Karyn has somehow chosen Daniel to be her teacher. Though this may not have been
a completely conscious choice, it is so just the same. Daniel, being her Saturn Card, will experience a natural
inclination to help Karyn by making suggestions for improving her life or career. Just having Daniel in her life is
a reminder to Karyn of things she needs to do in order to make her life better than it is. A Saturn person
teaches us how to be more responsible, grown-up, practical, disciplined, conscientious and fair. They will help
us to become more aware of how our words and actions affect those around us. These lessons can result in
Karyn becoming more successful in her work, especially if she has strong career aspirations or goals of things
she wants to attain. On some level, Daniel is a father figure to her and indeed he may remind Karyn of her
father in many ways.
         Taken with a positive attitude, Karyn may make great progress in her life by the presence of Daniel. The
closer this connection is to being the first connection in this relationship, the more important this relationship is
for Karyn in terms of what she needs to learn. The best possible attitude would be where Karyn acknowledges
Daniel as her teacher. Not that she needs to give up her own thoughts or beliefs to Daniel, but just that there
are probably things that she can learn from him.
         In extreme cases a person that is Saturn to us can be abusive. The other side of that coin is a person
who inwardly hates who they are so much that they secretly desire to be abused, just as much as they abuse
themselves already. In these cases, the Saturn person will be the mirror of our own self-hate and disrespect.
Indeed, in these cases, the Saturn person is abusive, verbally and otherwise. The key then, is 'When do we
stop being abused by the Saturn person?', or 'When do we start loving ourselves enough to attract someone
more loving and considerate?' Our relationships are always a key to find out how we treat ourselves. We
invariably choose someone who mirrors the way we feel about our self. Karyn would do well to reflect on this if
she finds Daniel exhibiting any of the abusive forms of this Saturn energy.
         The most positive Saturn relationships are those that help the partner achieve their dreams by aligning
them with the hows and how-to's of success in the world. A Saturn partner can provide us with direction,
understanding, coaching and wisdom - all of which can help us achieve our goals. The Saturn person can
handle us. They can put us in our place, where other people may be unable to do so. Therefore we can
develop a lot of trust and respect in them. And sometimes that is just what we need, someone to show us the
boundaries and discipline us a little. If Karyn is, or was, strongly attracted to Daniel, then this is very likely the
case.

Affirmation for Daniel: I understand that I have the ability to see all of Karyn's faults and shortcomings and
share suggestions with her lovingly and with the awareness that I have a powerful effect on her.

Affirmation for Karyn: I realize that I chose this relationship with Daniel to help me grow in important areas of
my life. With that in mind, I accept his suggestions so that I may learn and make progress in becoming a
successful and happy person.

Your Fourth Connection  (10% of total)

Karyn's PR 
Card

Daniel's Birth 
Card
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

Karyn is the Mars Card to Daniel
Location: Life Spread

         Karyn has a definite impact on Daniel in this relationship. She has a way of making Daniel feel
stimulated. Often this stimulation can be of a sexual nature. For this reason, the Mars connection is often a
deciding factor in our choice of partners. There is no doubt that Daniel was or is attracted to Karyn on this
level. He may enjoy this energetic connection or, at other times, be annoyed by it. If Daniel sometimes gets
mad at Karyn, this is because Mars energy can be destructive at times if not harnessed and channeled into
positive pursuits. The things that turn Daniel on may also be the same things which anger him at other times.
This is how Mars energy works with everyone. It is a fact that the relationships we desire the most are usually
the ones that can stimulate the most hostility at other times. When Mars energy is not used constructively it
can result in fighting, resentment, hostility and in some cases, all out war.
         But Daniel can use this information and consciously transform the often negative effects of this Mars
connection into positive directions. It is not that difficult to keep a Mars relationship healthy. It just requires
some awareness and thoughtfulness. Karyn can actually be a catalyst to get him out of the house and doing
things. To give this powerful Mars energy something constructive to do, it is recommended that Karyn and
Daniel go outside and do things together, or at the very least, find something productive to do together with
this energy. Couples with this connection usually go walking, hiking, jogging, riding bicycles or participate in
other forms of physical exertion. All of these and others serve to exhaust the Mars energy and satisfy it. When
they do these sorts of activities together, they will always notice that they feel better, both personally and about
each other, afterwards.
         If Karyn and Daniel have any desire to work together, they have found the perfect partner to do it with.
Many successful working partnerships have this valuable Mars connection. But even in this case, Daniel
should be on the lookout for the anger and competitive sides of this influence.
         Because Daniel is the one who is on the receiving end of this powerful Martian force, it is likely that he
has 'anger issues' to work out that are stimulated by Karyn's presence in his life. It may appear that Karyn
seems  intent on doing things that make him mad, even without knowing it. If Karyn realizes this, she will be
less likely to take offense at his reactions and words. In fact, Karyn is probably not doing any of the things that
Daniel thinks she is doing. This connection tells us that Daniel is the one who is the most influenced by this
connection, and so he is also the one who bears the greatest responsibility for dealing with the emotions that
are associated with it. If there are other Mars connections between them, this becomes even more important.
Anger is actually a mistaken belief that others are intentionally disregarding us or trying to hurt us in some way.
This 'misbelief' can be dismantled with awareness of what is going on and maintaining good communications.
         This connection provides a lot of the spark and magic in this relationship. If Karyn and Daniel use it with
care, it can bring them much of what they want out of life. Any negative manifestations of this powerful energy
can be controlled and eliminated through conscious awareness and when this is the case, it becomes like a
genie in a bottle who can grant them all their wishes.

Affirmation for Karyn: I am aware of how much I stimulate Daniel and understand his feelings. With this
awareness I consciously guide my actions and help us both by encouraging positive outlets for this powerful
energy we share.

Affirmation for Daniel: I accept Karyn as a powerful stimulus in my life and choose to take responsibility for my
own emotional reactions to her. With her help, I am diffusing my own anger and channeling my energy into
positive directions.

Your Fifth Connection  (8% of total)

Karyn's PR 
Card

Daniel's Birth 
Card
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

Daniel is the Mars Card to Karyn
Location: Spiritual Spread

         This is one of those 'instant recognition', past-life connections that is responsible for many marriages and
friendships. This connection tells us that Daniel and Karyn have shared some past lives together. In one of
those lifetimes they developed a strong Martian energy between them, which in this lifetime seeks resolution.
Now, in this lifetime, there is a strong likelihood that Daniel and Karyn will feel some sort of familiarity when
they meet, and there could be a strong attraction that draws them together. Martian energy is either passionate
and aggressive or competitive and hostile. Often it is a curious mixture of the passion and hostile energies.
         In particular, Daniel is a strong stimulant to Karyn. He will either excite her, make her angry or both.
Martian energy is power that must be managed and handled consciously if it is to create positive results in our
lives. Therefore, Karyn will have a great responsibility to channel this energy into positive activities.
Lovemaking is a wonderful outlet for this energy and there is no doubt that passion exists for this couple. In
many cases, this connection exists between a couple who had unfulfilled passion for each other from the past
life in question. It was an unconsummated love that for whatever reason, was never allowed to run full circle.
Now, when they meet in this lifetime, the passion is right there, as if it had just been waiting for them to meet to
be realized. 'Lust at first sight' might describe it quite well.
         But there is an equal possibility that Daniel and Karyn were involved in some other sort of relationship in
that lifetime which resulted in unresolved feelings of anger or hostility. If this is the case, the two of them will
have to work on correcting this because any hostility we feel for another will have to eventually be transformed
into love. Other connections between Daniel and Karyn may reveal whether or not this is the case. But they
will probably already know the answer to this question from their personal feelings about each other.
         Regardless of the reason for their getting together, in the here and now they will have to come up with a
formula to deal with this Mars energy they share. One of the most positive outlets for this energy is to work
together. As a matter of fact, most of the couples who have successful working and romantic relationships
have one or more strong Mars connections between them. Working together provides a wonderful outlet for all
those Martian energies. The energy becomes a blessing in their relationship, inspiring them to be productive
and to 'get going'. Other good things to do with Mars energy is to get outside and walk, hike, ride bicycles, jog,
and other forms of shared physical exertion. Daniel and Karyn will find that engaging in these kinds of activities
always brings them closer together and funnels off the competitive and aggressive energies into positive
pursuits.
         When there are Mars connections, regardless of what else exists between two people, we know that
there are some anger issues to work on in the context of their being together. In this relationship, Karyn is
probably the one who allows Daniel to anger her. Because Daniel is her Mars Card, she is the one who  is
reacting to Daniel as a Mars influence. She also bears the greater responsibility for this anger or
competitiveness when it comes up. The trick to dealing with anger issues effectively is to realize that rarely do
people do or say things to make us mad on purpose. It is often our interpretation of their actions or words that
makes us angry. This is the challenge for Karyn and she probably chose Daniel to have the opportunity to
work on this.
         In conclusion, this relationship provides a powerful stimulus for both partners, even though Karyn may be
affected a little more since she is the one receiving most of the Mars energy. If Daniel and Karyn take this
energy and put it to work they can benefit from the constructive activities it inspires. They probably were
attracted to each other because on some level they wanted to get their lives going in a positive direction. With
so much energy at their disposal, there is much they can accomplish, as long as they keep it well-managed
and directed.

Affirmation for Daniel: I am aware of how much I stimulate Karyn and understand her feelings. With this
awareness I consciously guide my actions and help us both by encouraging positive outlets for this powerful
energy we share.

Affirmation for Karyn: I accept Daniel as a powerful stimulus in my life and choose to take responsibility for my
own emotional reactions to him. With his help, I am diffusing my own anger and channeling my energy into
positive directions.

Your Sixth Connection  (7% of total)

Karyn's PR 
Card

Daniel's Birth 
Card
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

Daniel and Karyn are Jupiter to each other
Location: Spiritual Spread

         This connection tells us that Daniel and Karyn shared a past life together in which a major focus was
their philosophy and ideas about life. Perhaps they were members of a religious group, or somehow entered
into a life of spiritual disciplines and study. This lifetime had a powerful and enlightening influence upon both of
them, revealing many truths about life and the laws of the universe that they still draw upon for guidance and
direction. This foundation of principle can be one of the most important cornerstones of their relationship, and
one which they draw strength and purpose from during their life together. Their beliefs and philosophies do not
even have to be verbally expressed. Because this connection stems from a past life, the closeness they share
is just there - it needs no explanation, unless they feel the need, for some reason, to express it.
         Now that they have found each other, Daniel and Karyn are reminded of the life they once had. By being
together, many positive results manifest themselves in their lives. Daniel and Karyn enjoy giving to each other
in many ways as a natural expression of their love. They may exchange guidance and inspiration when it is
needed and this may remind them of the high level of truth and integrity that they once shared. However, the
blessings of Jupiter can also extend to the financial arena. Prosperity can be another wonderful thing that
Daniel and Karyn share with each other.
         Many couples who have this connection end up quite well-off financially and they seem to be 'lucky' by
most standards. This so-called luck is not really by chance though. It is a natural outcome of the right frame of
mind. That frame of mind involves having mutual appreciation and gratitude for the abundance that this
relationship brings into their lives.
         With such a fortunate connection between them, Daniel and Karyn have a lot going in the right direction
for a happy and prosperous future. Even if it is not intentionally cultivated, this connection will definitely bring
many good things into their lives. If they want to cultivate it to get even more benefit, all they have to do is
spend more time appreciating what they have and communicating that to each other. Mutually felt and
expressed appreciation is a vital ingredient in nearly all successful relationships. With this wonderful
connection between them, Daniel and Karyn should have little trouble in experiencing just how good life can
be.

Affirmation for Daniel: I enjoy the many wonderful things that Karyn and I share together. I feel that we have a
deep spiritual connection that makes me feel that we are going in the same direction.  We seem to attract
abundance in our life as our mutual sharing and giving is so greatly appreciated by both of us.

Affirmation for Karyn: I am continually thankful for the many things that this relationship with Daniel brings into
my life. It is like a miracle, all of the good things that seem to magically come our way. I especially appreciate
the sense of similar beliefs and spiritual values that are the foundation of our being together.

Your Seventh Connection  (6% of total)
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

Daniel is the Uranus Card to Karyn
Location: Life Spread

         The first and foremost meaning to a Uranus connection is friendship. The second word that we must also
use to describe it is freedom. Often, relationships can conflict with either friendship or freedom. But in this
relationship, Daniel and Karyn have the opportunity to experience both freedom and friendship, qualities that
are extremely valuable and sometimes difficult to achieve in an intimate  relationship where personal needs
become so important. This can truly be a relationship of the future, where both Daniel and Karyn respect each
other's differences and allow each other the space and time to pursue their individual goals and aspirations,
and yet value the time they spend together.
         In this particular relationship, Karyn is on the receiving end of most of the Uranian/Aquarian energies.
This means that she is the one who will most likely have to let go of any personal needs to have Daniel
behave in any sort of manner. When someone is our Uranus Card, we may often feel uncertain about them -
whether or not they love us, will stay with us, or can be counted on to be there when we need them. Uranus
does not support having many expectations of our partner. If Karyn is someone who requires a lot of hand
holding, or who has many insecurities about being abandoned in a love relationship, Daniel will be a real test
for her. Even though it probably will not be intentional, he will do things unexpectedly, come and go as he
pleases, or act in other ways that could make Karyn feel afraid. As a matter of fact, Karyn may have been
attracted to Daniel for his fun-loving, free nature. This is probably because Karyn would like to experience
more freedom in her love life as well. So, this relationship could be a challenge for her and help her to learn to
let go and trust in love.
         In other cases, Uranian relationships are just true friendships. Both partners have their own jobs or
professions, they share time together but also give each other plenty of space to pursue their own hobbies and
goals. Some couples really like this kind of relationship and it fits them very well. But sometimes relationships
start out this way and then later, the needs or values of one or both of the partners changes. When this
happens, one of the partners may comment that they have very little in common with their partner, or that they
rarely spend any time together.
         So, exactly how this relationship develops will depend a lot on what both Daniel and Karyn want from
their being together. This will be especially important for Karyn since she is on the receiving end of the Uranian
energies of this connection. If this connection is among the first three between Daniel and Karyn, we can
expect this to be even more important since then we know that freedom and friendship are probably some of
the most important issues to be addressed.
         Daniel and Karyn will be happy to know that this connection has very high potential value. The ideal of
the Aquarian relationship is a very high form of love that is unconditional and real. If they are able to manifest
this unconditional love between them, they will have the opportunity to experience transformation of their own
personalities as well.

Affirmation for Daniel: I realize the powerful effect I have on Karyn. Though I will never allow her to control me
or dictate my actions, I will express my love to her so that she knows that I really care.

Affirmation for Karyn: I allow Daniel to be completely free to be himself. In this way, I am creating the
relationship of my dreams - one based upon true friendship and unconditional love.

Your Eighth Connection  (5% of total)
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

Daniel is the Pluto Card to Karyn
Location: Spiritual Spread

         This connection produces a sort of 'fated' quality to relationships. Because of a past life of being
together, Daniel and Karyn may feel drawn together by some unexplainable force, in order to complete some
issues they left unresolved in that former time together. Essentially, there was unfinished business in which
Daniel was a catalyst for Karyn's transformation on a deep level. In this lifetime this business may have a
chance to be completed if both partners are aware of this connection and its implications.
         Daniel represents certain qualities or characteristics that are a part of Karyn's personal transformation in
this lifetime. He may challenge Karyn at times, making her feel confronted or even threatened. This may or
may not be intentional because in Pluto relationships merely the presence of the Pluto person is enough to
effect a lot of change in the other person. Each of us has a Pluto Card that represents an important area in our
life where we need to die and be reborn in some way. It represents something or things that we need to let go
of or change in order to progress to the next step in our evolution. Someone who is our Pluto Card will in some
way remind us of this change we need to make and at the same time, act as a catalyst to get that change
happening.
         Karyn may feel that there are qualities about Daniel that she wants for herself. He may do things or have
qualities that Karyn would like to do or have. Indeed, she may have attracted Daniel to encourage these things
within herself. However, we know that Karyn will have to make some fundamental changes in herself if she is
ever to have these qualities or things. That means that she must do things differently in her life. Daniel will
remind her of this and she may not always appreciate this reminder. Even though Karyn may realize that
Daniel is playing an invaluable role in her life in helping her to change, she may resist this change at times.
Sometimes Pluto acts as an unrelenting force that keeps confronting us over and over again. When this is the
case, we may feel like a caged animal and lash out at anyone who appears to be coming at us. This can be
the case with Karyn and Daniel, but this usually only happens in extreme cases.
         If Karyn is aware of Daniel's role as defined by this connection, she can use this valuable connection to
effect great and wonderful changes in her life. This can be the most valuable relationship of her life and help
Karyn achieve her dreams and ambitions.

Affirmation for Daniel: I realize the unusual role that I play in Karyn's life and consciously direct my thoughts,
words and deeds to perform this role in a loving and compassionate manner. I am inspired by the work she is
doing on herself.

Affirmation for Karyn: I accept Daniel as a catalyst for my own personal transformation. I consciously apply
myself to my inner work while being grateful for Daniel's presence in my life. With him, my transformation is
accelerated many times over. I accept this change as my own personal responsibility.

Your Ninth Connection  (3% of total)
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

Daniel is the Mars Card to Karyn
Location: Life Spread

         Daniel has a definite impact on Karyn in this relationship. He has a way of making Karyn feel stimulated.
Often this stimulation can be of a sexual nature. For this reason, the Mars connection is often a deciding factor
in our choice of partners. There is no doubt that Karyn was or is attracted to Daniel on this level. She may
enjoy this energetic connection or, at other times, be annoyed by it. If Karyn sometimes gets mad at Daniel,
this is because Mars energy can be destructive at times if not harnessed and channeled into positive pursuits.
The things that turn Karyn on may also be the same things which anger her at other times. This is how Mars
energy works with everyone. It is a fact that the relationships we desire the most are usually the ones that can
stimulate the most hostility at other times. When Mars energy is not used constructively it can result in fighting,
resentment, hostility and in some cases, all out war.
         But Karyn can use this information and consciously transform the often negative effects of this Mars
connection into positive directions. It is not that difficult to keep a Mars relationship healthy. It just requires
some awareness and thoughtfulness. Daniel can actually be a catalyst to get her out of the house and doing
things. To give this powerful Mars energy something constructive to do, it is recommended that Daniel and
Karyn go outside and do things together, or at the very least, find something productive to do together with this
energy. Couples with this connection usually go walking, hiking, jogging, riding bicycles or participate in other
forms of physical exertion. All of these and others serve to exhaust the Mars energy and satisfy it. When they
do these sorts of activities together, they will always notice that they feel better, both personally and about
each other, afterwards.
         If Daniel and Karyn have any desire to work together, they have found the perfect partner to do it with.
Many successful working partnerships have this valuable Mars connection. But even in this case, Karyn
should be on the lookout for the anger and competitive sides of this influence.
         Because Karyn is the one who is on the receiving end of this powerful Martian force, it is likely that she
has 'anger issues' to work out that are stimulated by Daniel's presence in her life. It may appear that Daniel
seems  intent on doing things that make her mad, even without knowing it. If Daniel realizes this, he will be
less likely to take offense at her reactions and words. In fact, Daniel is probably not doing any of the things that
Karyn thinks he is doing. This connection tells us that Karyn is the one who is the most influenced by this
connection, and so she is also the one who bears the greatest responsibility for dealing with the emotions that
are associated with it. If there are other Mars connections between them, this becomes even more important.
Anger is actually a mistaken belief that others are intentionally disregarding us or trying to hurt us in some way.
This 'misbelief' can be dismantled with awareness of what is going on and maintaining good communications.
         This connection provides a lot of the spark and magic in this relationship. If Daniel and Karyn use it with
care, it can bring them much of what they want out of life. Any negative manifestations of this powerful energy
can be controlled and eliminated through conscious awareness and when this is the case, it becomes like a
genie in a bottle who can grant them all their wishes.

Affirmation for Daniel: I am aware of how much I stimulate Karyn and understand her feelings. With this
awareness I consciously guide my actions and help us both by encouraging positive outlets for this powerful
energy we share.

Affirmation for Karyn: I accept Daniel as a powerful stimulus in my life and choose to take responsibility for my
own emotional reactions to him. With his help, I am diffusing my own anger and channeling my energy into
positive directions.

Your Tenth Connection  (1% of total)
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Report for Karyn and Daniel

Your Compatibility Index Values

A t t r a c t i o n
Attraction is a representation of the connections you have that cause you to be interested in each
other. It can be sexual in nature, or just because of past life influences or the possibility of shared
ideals or values. With low values here, you may never get started.

H a r m o n y
Harmony, also called Compatibility, is the measure of how your connections contribute to peace,
contentment and enjoyment together. Higher values here are considered very important for any
relationship, as it helps create enjoyable experiences together.

I n t e n s i ty
Intensity is the measure of how your connections contribute to the amount of drama and friction
between the two of you. Too much intensity takes away from the other two indexes, so generally it is
preferred to have lower values here.

However, on a spiritual level, relationships with the higher Intensity values are the ones in which we
progress the most in the areas of self-understanding and self-love.

The Attraction Value for this relationship is 6 out of 10

The Harmony Value for this relationship is 5 out of 10

The Intensity Value for this relationship is 5 out of 10

Most people consider high attraction and harmony, combined with low Intensity, to the be ideal.
However, it is important to realize that if your attraction drew you two together, this relationship must
have some importance, even it if it was not meant to last forever.
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